Junior Printed Wiring Board Layout Designer

Our profile
Nokia is a global leader in the technologies that connect people and things. With state-of-the-art software, hardware and services for any type of network, Nokia is uniquely positioned to help communication service providers, governments, and large enterprises deliver on the Promise of 5G, the Cloud and the Internet of Things.

Your challenge
You will create PWB layout designs for digital and RF low power and high power boards of medium to high complexity that meet our high-quality standards but are still cost effective.

What are your tasks
You will use state-of-the-art tools to create PWB layout designs that fulfill our actual and future requirements of being cost effective but still high quality. You will work in interdisciplinary teams together with digital and RF design engineers, mechanical designers and with thermal and SI/PI simulation specialists to meet your design goals. Our designs range from high power amplifiers with few components to highly complex mixed digital/RF boards with thousands of components and with high speed links up to several GHz.

What we expect
You need to be interested in solving complex tasks in the interdisciplinary realm of high speed electronics, thermal and mechanical requirements, and the necessity to develop a working product. Experiences with layout and simulation tools are of advantage. To fit in our multicultural and multi-site organization, you are fluent in written and spoken English. We also value team-working and networking skills and put special emphasis on the willingness to accept responsibility. You have strong problem-solving skills and a results-driven, systematic and reliable working style. Being motivated and flexible you also have a talent for supporting your colleagues and other stakeholders in their work.

And you? Do you like to join the next generation technology trip?

We offer a supportive and innovative work environment, space for individual thinking and creativity, encouraging atmosphere, flexible working time with home office opportunity, competence development and career opportunities, sports and leisure time activities.

Just one link to apply online
http://www.nokia.com/career